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NATO Definition RISK MANAGEMENT:

Risk Management: „The process of identifying,

assessing, and controlling risk arising from

operational factors, and making informed decisions

that balance risk cost with mission benefits”.(AAP-06,

2012.08.31; NATO Terminology database , 2019).



AJP-3 ALLIED JOINT DOCTRINE FOR THE CONDUCT OF

OPERATIONS,

(STANAG 2490) says: »Risk Management. Force Protection should be

based on risk management, not risk elimination.

Casualties, deliberate or accidental, are a reality of military operations,

and the desire to avoid them totally may well impact adversely on the

achievement of the mission. A balance of risk is required.” (AJP – 3, Ed

C V1 ; 2019).

Commanders should identify, assess and manage the risks involved in

their military operations, and provide guidance to the staff and

subordinates for risk reduction, mitigation and exploitation. This should

include delegating appropriate risk ownership to subordinates or

transferring intolerable and unmanageable risk to superiors. The

commander is ultimately responsible for accepting risk.



Force Protection should be based upon effective risk 

management – that of minimizing risk to forces. 

Force Protection PRINCIPLES:

a. Measured Assessment of the Threat;

c. Joint and Multinational Interoperability;

d. Prioritisation;

e. Flexibility;

b.   RISK MANAGEMENT:

An unrealistic expectation to avoid all risk may impact 

adversely on the accomplishment of the mission and, if 

casualties should occur, undermine political and military 

resolve. Commanders, therefore, should balance the risk 

to their forces against mission imperatives. 

Force Protection should be based on risk 

management, not risk elimination. 

Effective Force Protection planning requires integrated 

hazard and threat identification, risk analysis, and risk 

management.
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“The commander will decide on risk 

management”

[…] During mission analysis, the commander 

identifies, analyzes and evaluates any risks to 

the accomplishment of the required objectives 

[…]



Purpose

ATP-3.9.2 explains how land targeting is planned, conducted and

assessed. The document focuses on defining and discussing how

land targeting fits into the joint targeting process, given the fact that

principles of joint targeting apply to land targeting as well.

Collateral damage estimation (CDE) for physical effects is a

process (with tools and a methodology) that provides an aid to the

commander’s judgement in using lethal/destructive capabilities.

NATO’s CDE methodology recognizes levels of collateral damage

as estimated by analysts who are trained and have maintained

their currency.

CDE analysts consider target parameters, such as proximity to

non-military entities, by analyzing the potential variables, such as

the nominated type of weapon system(s) and the method, or time

of engagement in order to estimate the risk of collateral damage.

CDE provides the formation commander with an understanding,

but not a certainty, of the risk of collateral damage.
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Definition of Tactical planning:

[…] is a dynamic process of interrelated

activities which includes other processes such

as […], targeting, risk management, etc.
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AtrainP-6 (current in promulgation process)

proposes a system for structured approach

of risk identification, risk assessment & risk

analysis concerning “nature risks”
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»Risk management integration is critical at

each level of command in all phases of

mountain operations to identify and mitigate

hazards to enhance mission success.[ …] At

a minimum, mountain leaders should possess

the following additional knowledge and skills:

Preparing the route, movement, bivouac, and

risk management assessments (ATP 3-90.97).



The British Army´s Joint Doctrine Publication (JDP) as well

as the UK Ministry of Defence has established a joint risk

management policy which stresses that commanders

must develop operational estimates that take into account

the hazards to their own forces [...]. “Risks should be

taken when they are justified by the potential rewards

or when a unit can stand the ptential consequences”.



Risk Management is mentioned in connection

with “The Mountain Cell” in Field manual C

227/0 – 0 – 1501 (Mountain Warfare at Battalion

Level).



The “Doctrine for employment of land forces in mountainous 

area” does not mention risk management but stresses very 

often the risks in mountainous terrain. Some examples are:

» [...] there are objective risks (freezing, avalanches, rock 

falls, mudslides, etc.).«

» the [...] risk of inhibiting own forces, especially in mountainous 

areas [...]

» the vulnerability [of troops] to weather conditions, natural 

risks, and enemy fire«

In this doctrine is also mentioned the mapping of risk areas in 

the decision process.



[…] command needs to base on a detailed 

and precise planning and on the 

implementation of his initiative to deal with 

the risk that may arise. 

[…] preparing an initial assessment of 

the risk. 

The doctrine mentions risk analysis and 

the risk reduction. 
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RISKLEVEL

OPTIMAL

Risk-Taking

RISK

CHANCE 

to accomplish 

a mission/task

high low

high

low

Threats and opportunities are important

and they both need to be managed.

Dealing with them together in an

integrated process could bring

synergies and efficiencies. Risk implies

Danger but also opportunities and

chances.

Conclusions from Doctrin Research



 Leaders and soldiers at all levels use risk 
management. 

 Risk management applies to all missions and 
environments across the wide range of Army 
operations. 

 risk management has to be integrated into 
mission planning, preparation, and execution

 Make risk decisions at the appropriate level in the 
chain of command

 Balance risk with benefit/mission accomplishing

Conclusions from Doctrin Research



Risk management assists the commander or 
leader in—

 Conserving lives and resources and avoiding 
unnecessary risk.

 Making an informed decision to implement a 
COA.

 Identifying feasible and effective control 
measures where specific standards do not exist.

 Providing reasonable alternatives for mission    
accomplishment.

Conclusions from Doctrin Research



Risk management does not—

 Inhibit the commander’s and leader's 
flexibility and initiative.

 Remove risk altogether, or support a zero 
defects mindset.

Conclusions from Doctrin Research



Tactical risk is risk concerned with
hazards that exist because of the
presence of either the enemy or an
adversary. It applies to all levels of
war and across the spectrum of
operations.

Accident risk includes all operational risk
considerations other than tactical risk. It includes
risks to the friendly force. It also includes risks
posed to civilians by an operation, as well as on

operations impact on the environment.

It can include activities associated with hazards
concerning friendly personnel, civilians,

equipment readiness, and environmental
conditions.

TACTICAL RISK ACCIDENT RISK

There are 2 Types of Risk in Military (eg.in MW)

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare
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There are 2 types of “deciders”/leaders:

Risk Aversive Risk Taking 
(risk appetite)

?
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Potential
Danger

Perception of 
Danger 
Discovery & quantification 

of potential

Assessment of 
the risk 

dependency of 
education/knowledge & 

experience

Subjective 
skills

Decision/
Behaviour

There is one way to deal with risk but with 

some dependencies
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Identify 

Hazards
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Identify 

Hazards

Perception 
of Danger 

What is a hazard?

Any real or potential condition that can cause:

 Missions degradation

 Injury

 Illness, or death to personnel

 Damage/loss of equipment or property

Factors that determine Hazards:

 Weather

 Time & season

 Terrain

 Equipment

 Military training & proficiency level of 

personnel

 Opponents

Potential
Danger
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Potential
Danger

NATURE

ACTION

HUMAN

MATERIAL

Avalanches, Rockfall, 
Mudslides, Floods, ...

Every Activity or Non-Activity(tactical / non-tactical
(own – opponent) 

Death, Injury, Damage, Illness 

Damages. Loss, Usability..

What can happen in the field of

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare



Identify 

Hazards
Potential
Danger

Perception 
of Danger 

For Identifying  HAZARDs is needed:

o Situational Awareness

o Involvement od SMEs

o REAL Subject Matter Knowledge from the 

designated SMEs

o Multiple People

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare



Identify 

Hazards

Assess 

the risk
education/knowledge & 
experience

Subjective skills
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Identify 

Hazards

Assess 

the risk
education/knowledge & 
experience

Subjective skills

Each of the risks should be identified and analyzed

Determine the risk:

-determine severity

-determine propability

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare



Colour code Interpretation

Broadly 

acceptable

Acceptable range, i.e. probability and/or extent are low.

ALARP

The risk is in the ALARP range (As Low As Reasonably

Practicable), risks must be weighed in terms of the impact

and effort required for risk reduction measures, and the

appropriate measures must be taken.

Intolerable Intolerable risk, serious hazard – a risk in this area must

be reduced by reducing the extent of the damage and/or

the probability of occurrence or it must be avoided.

Determine the risk- with a risk matrix system



Identify 

Hazards

Assess 

the risk
education/knowledge & 
experience

Subjective skills

Each of the risks should be identified and analyzes by examining:

 The effect on personnel & equipment 

 Severity

 (probability) Likelihood

Determine the risk:

-determine severity

-determine propability-
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Risk Assessment

Identified Hazards will be assessed to their risks with the color code
of a risk matrix. This assessment has to take into account the
probability of the risk and the possible damage. The possible
damage must be divided in extent, duration, effect on others, and
harm on image. After this evaluation the risk can be placed virtual
or physical on the Riskmatrix..

Tactical threat Nature threat
(Eg.:Avalanche Danger)
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Identify 

Hazards

Assess 

the risk

Handle 

The risk
Risk Acceptance

Risk Transfer

Risk Minimization

One person may be 

responsible for the decision; 

however, many people help to 

inform that decision. 
Risk decision tips:

- Involve personnel, especially those impacted 

by the risk decision

- Apply redundant risk controls

- Make risk decisions when benefit out weighs the cost

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare

Risk  Avoidance



Identify 

Hazards

Assess 

the risk

Handle 

the risk
(Decide best 

course of action)

Command 

& Control

Command & Control:

= any kind of action that is ordered and 

taken to mitigate the risks that have been 

identified. This ranges from short safety 

briefing to special use of action plans

up to the engagement plan. 

In commanding and controlling the following tips are :

-ensure personnel know what to do

-follow if people are doing what is expected

-update. Evaluate the plan continually

-adjust a plan and order if necessary -debrief after mission

-incorporate. Lessons learned for future use
Behaviour
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RISK 

Management

2. Assess the risk

As general recommendations are given:

1. Identify Hazards

3. Handle the risk4. Control the risk

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare
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General Recommendations

 Do not take unnecessary risks in MW

 All actions have to serve the mission

 Balance benefit and investment 
(time/soldiers/equipment/…)

 Follow (national/international) safety regulations

 Obey Rules of Engagement

 Practice a common sense and if you are in doubt, 
seek for a second opinion. 

„Act out of knowledge“ „Practice Risk management inside 

your decisions”

Risk Management in Mountain Warfare


